
HEALTHCARE
TOP 10 STEPS TO MASTER 

MARKETING

B E  E X C E P T I O N A L  



According to a recent
study, 89% of internet

users say that they they
looked online for health
information within the

past year.
It is essential that healthcare practices find ways to
meet their target patients where they are – online
and through search engines. Here are our top ten
steps to mastering healthcare marketing you can

start using today for your facility:
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People buy into the brand and the security that it offers.
This is especially important for physical health and
wellbeing. People are not going to trust your healthcare
company if you do not have a trustworthy brand. In a sea
of indistinguishable white coats, your branding is often
the first impression a potential client will have with your
company. How you market visually is essential to the
success of your business.  For healthcare practices, it is
extremely important that your branding is welcoming and
professional.

Tip: Avoid outdated
and generic design!
A logo designed two
decades ago is
unlikely to resonate
with modern
patients.

Branding:
STEP ONE
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One of the most important things you can do is invest in
your image!  Your goal is to have a brand identity that is
easily recognizable, designed to visually attract new
customers, and that clearly represents the quality of your
company. A brand identity is comprised of the
messaging ( tone, word choice)  and visual elements
( logo, colors, font)  that consistently represent your
company. When you choose your company colors,
graphics, and logo, remember that they will not only
represent your brand but will also play a substantial role
in your ongoing marketing campaign.

When implementing your marketing plan, it is important
to adhere to your established identity in order to maintain
brand quality and not confuse your customers!

Successful brand marketing consistently promotes your
company logo, company colors, company origin story,
and your company's mission and values.

Good places to begin marketing your brand include
business cards, posters, vehicle wraps, uniforms and
brochures.
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Search engines, like Google, have become so sophisticated for helping people find
what they’re looking for, that now you can literally type  medical
specialists  or  medical specialists near me  into their search box, and it will
populate a list of the most authoritative medical specialists in your geographic
area. Search engine optimization ( SEO)  helps you rank higher on the search
engine results page so that your facility is more visible to the patients who need
you most-- and so that you appear as high up on that list as possible.

Keyword research is the first phase in any successful SEO campaign. It entails
going out and finding specific phrases your target audience is searching for to
find the services your healthcare company provides. You'll want to compile a list of
keywords around the services you offer and your location ( for example:  "dentist in
Atlanta, Georgia" or "pediatrician in Chicago, Illinois") . Once those keywords are
found, they are used to optimize your website by creating content around them.
The more optimized content you have on your website, the greater the chances
are of drawing in new patients.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION:
STEP THREE

Your website should be attractive, easy to navigate, and
help your patients get the information they need without
feeling overwhelmed. A CDW Healthcare survey found
that 89% of patients want easier, seamless access to their
personal health records.

Some of the best healthcare websites offer patients:
online scheduling, patient portals with access to their
health data, online bill page, and easy messaging
capabilities. You will also need to ensure that your website
is fast, secure, and mobile responsive.

Website:
STEP TWO
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Social Media:
STEP FIVE

Social media marketing offers healthcare organizations several compelling
advantages. It’s excellent for raising brand awareness and developing the kind of
trust with patients that’s necessary for forming meaningful relationships and long-
term loyalty. Patients that engage with a healthcare organization online, and find
value in these interactions, are more likely to turn to that same organization when
they need medical services.

When done consistently and correctly, social media is an excellent tool to use in
order to reach potential customers and communicate with existing customers.
Social platforms like Facebook and Instagram allow you to target a specific
audience, thereby reaching potential leads who you already know are local and
interested in your services.

Once you've found your audience, ENGAGE with them!  By posting consistent and
valuable content, you’ll be speaking directly to your target audience and gaining
even more jobs through social media. Your audience is sure to appreciate public
health notices, meaningful patient stories, and informative articles on health and
wellness.

Video marketing gives the healthcare
industry a chance to connect with patients
and educate them on how to live a
healthier life. Using video marketing can
help patients feel important and
connected.

Video:
STEP FOUR

Patient Testimonials
Physician Profiles
Procedures
Condition Education

VIDEO IDEAS
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You can improve your social media presence
through paid advertising. Highly targeted
social media ads are highly cost-effective,
guaranteed to reach your target audience
quickly, and:

Paid Media:
STEP SIX

Unlike traditional advertising, paid
social media typically works on a PPC
( pay-per-click)  basis. This means you
only pay when a lead actually clicks
on your ad.
It's easy to set-up and flexible to use.
You are able to target a very specific
audience and easily track your
conversions and data.

Public Relations:
STEP SEVEN

Traditional public relation methods ( newspapers, TV, radio, billboards)  will work
great as part of your public relations healthcare strategy, even in the modern
digitalized world. This applies especially to audiences that spend more time away
from the internet.

Other methods, which are not as traditional but highly effective, include:
collaborating with social influencers, creating amazing infographics, promoting
educational videos, and working with local bloggers.

NOTE: Advertising on social media can
be complicated due to numerous
targeting restrictions on the healthcare
industry. 
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Email marketing is still up at the top of the list for perceived R.O.I. ( Return of
Investment)  in marketing. It allows you to send targeted, personalized content
based on your patients’ needs and interests. Email marketing is one of the best
ways that you can keep your patients engaged and stay at the top of their minds. 

By providing valuable information about their health and your facility, you can work
to create and foster positive and long-lasting patient relationships. 

Emails that you should be sending include:

Tip: It's good to work on acquiring new patients, but you also need to take
time for your existing patients, who provide reviews to your service and do
word-of-mouth marketing for you. You need to make them feel special and
above any other patient for the loyalty and trust they show by continuing
business with you. In addition to health tips, offer them something extra, such
as a discount, free visit, etc. These acts of appreciation build trust and
establish long-term relationships.

Email Marketing:
STEP EIGHT

Appointment reminders
Important documents
Annual check-up reminders
Latest health news and expert commentary
Facility news and updates
Seasonal health tips
Upcoming community and office events
Promotions
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Healthcare content marketing  is essential tactic to include in your  healthcare
marketing strategy. It allows your practice to educate potential patients through
engaging, relevant, and informational content. Good content marketing doesn't sell
a business-- it educates people who are looking for the services you provide.
 
Creating content about the latest advances in your field or the most up-to-date
information helps demonstrate your practice’s knowledge, training, and expertise.
Not to mention, your content can also help reflect your professionalism and desire
to help patients.
 
When putting together content, ask yourself the following:  What kinds of things do
your patients need help with?  What are they searching for?  And how can you help
them?
 
Content marketing can include ebooks, whitepapers, slide decks, infographics,
branded photos, email messages, info sheets, reports, guides, and videos.

Content Marketing:
STEP NINE

Customer Relationship Management (CRM):
STEP TEN

Improve your billing process:  A CRM will help your  business easily track
transactions, bill patients, monitor outstanding bills, and send payment
reminders to patients.
Enhance your patient outreach:  With a CRM in place, you can organize and
segment your patients into targeted groups in order to contact them with
relevant marketing messages.
Automate your processes:  A CRM can help you automate your workflows- such
as patient referrals and prescriptions.
Meet your compliance requirements:  A CRM system helps to simplify the
process of storing patient records in a safe way that follows various state and
federal legislation.

Using a CRM with your healthcare business offers many benefits:
 

 



info@themauldingroup.com    678-846-2306

For physicians your healthcare marketing, and most importantly your website,

needs to convey a message of trust, care and confidence to both existing and

potential patients. We have the expertise and experience to help doctors reach

patients in innovative and effective ways.

The Mauldin Group is a

Customer-Focused Quality-Driven Digital

Marketing & Web Design Agency 

See how we can increase your leads and sales,

reduce marketing costs, and differentiate your

brand in the marketplace.

500 Sun Valley Drive, Suite C-2, Roswell, GA 30076

www.themauldingroup.com

Let us take you “To The Top” of your market!

CONTACT US TO GET STARTED

https://www.themauldingroup.com/
https://youtu.be/hnEQq7kNFWo
https://www.themauldingroup.com/contact



